266   RUGS AND CARPETS
CHARACTER
A rug or carpet must agree in expressiveness with the room
where it is to be used. It cannot be expected to set the mood of
a room, but it must not be in conflict with it. For example, grass
or rush rugs carry on the idea of a tropical room or a sun room;
rag rugs have a cottage flavor; deep pile suggests luxury; Mexican
Indian rugs seem primitive or masculine.
STYLE
Carpets must conform also to the style of furnishings in a room.
A plain carpet is a desirable background for any style. There are,
however, special designs meant to accompany particular periods.
The Early American rugs and carpets are excellent in design and
color and have textural effects which make them appear homespun.
Faithful reproductions of the original hand-hooked patterns of
New England are available in rugs and carpets. See pages 106,
277, and 350.
The eighteenth-century style, known as Georgian in England
and Colonial in America before the Revolution, calls for no specific
floor coverings. However, plain colors are very desirable. Gen-
uine Oriental rugs are usable but Oriental reproductions are not
recommended.
The French styles of Lorn XV and XVI suggest the use of re-
productions of the French Aubusson and Savonnerie rugs with
their scrolls and floral motifs and subtle colors. Solid pastel colors
in broadloom are most desirable for French furnishings; bleached
Oriental rugs are also appropriate.
Directoire, Empire, and English Regency need solid-colored
broadloom, light or dark, with or without borders. Reproductions
of rugs with a Classic feeling are appropriate.
Victorian rooms require carpeting from wall to wall with plain
dark-colored broadloom, usually red, or with subdued reproduc-
tions or adaptations of the large floral and scroll patterns of the
original period.
The Modern or twentieth-century style usually requires plain
solid colors in carpets reaching from wall to wall. Light colors
are emphasized. Texture interest and texture patterns are em-
ployed i£ variety is needed. See pages 121, 240, and 282.

